The roots of education are
bitter, but the fruit is
sweet.
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EDUCATION IS WHAT
REMAINS AFTER ONE HAS
FORGOTTEN WHAT ONE HAS
LEARNED IN SCHOOL.

M A D E

THE FUTURE BELONGS TO
THOSE WHO LEARN MORE
SKILLS AND COMBINE THEM IN
CREATIVE WAYS
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IS THE BIGGEST MISTAKE

“Anyone who has never made a mistake has never tried anything new.” ― Albert Einstein
The FEAR of being nothing, achieving nothing and becoming nothing should be way bigger
than the fear of making mistakes.
1. Mistakes help you discover who you truly are.

With every mistake that we make we discover more and more about ourselves, about who we are,
about our limits, about our capabilities, about what we can and cannot do. They help us be more
compassionate and more tolerant with ourselves and others.

2. Mistakes teach you valuable life lessons.

By making mistakes you will, in fact, learn valuable life lessons and you will become a happy learner.
There is so much we can all learn from our mistakes, and the moment we see them as lessons rather
than mistakes, we will no longer have this crazy fear of encountering them along the journey.“Mistakes
are a part of being human. Appreciate your mistakes for what they are: precious life lessons that can
only be learned the hard way. Unless it’s a fatal mistake, which, at least, others can learn from.” ~ Al
Franken

3. Mistakes teach you how to forgive.

One of the greatest lessons you will learn from making mistakes is forgiveness. With every mistake that
you’ll make, you will learn how important it is to forgive yourself and many of the people around you.
You will understand that you are not perfect and that perfection doesn’t really exist, only our intentions
of doing our best. And who wants to be perfect anyway? Perfection leaves no room for
improvement.“The truth is unless you let go, unless you forgive yourself unless you forgive the situation,
unless you realize that that situation is over, you cannot move forward.” ~ Steve Maraboli.

4. Mistakes help you let go of fear.

NOT MAKING MISTAKES – isn’t that actually the biggest mistake you could ever make? Life isn’t about
avoiding mistakes but rather embracing the idea that mistakes will come your way and being willing to
learn from these mistakes. Let go of your fears and allow yourself to really experience life.

5. Mistakes teach you how to live a life without regrets.

Believe it or not, if you play it safe you will have more and more regrets about the things you did not do
rather than the things you did do, you will regret not making more mistakes. Personally, whenever I
hesitate to do something because of the fear of making mistakes, I imagine myself on my deathbed ( I
know, a bit too crazy but it works ) looking back at my life on what I achieved. By doing so I realize that
if I don’t take action NOW, I will have regrets.

6. Mistakes help you grow and evolve.

If you don’t make mistakes how can you expect to GROW and to EVOLVE as a human being? How
many of us get stuck because they allow the fear of making mistakes to paralyze them? How can we
expect to learn anything new if we don’t allow ourselves to make mistakes?

7. Mistakes teach you how to be happy.

You gain confidence, courage, and experience every time you make a new mistake in a very narrow
field and in time you will get better and better at the things you love to do. Remember Thomas Edison?
He failed more than 10,000 times while working on the light bulb and in the end, he succeeded.
When you know exactly what you want and when you are able to see this something in your mind’s eye,
nothing can stop you from moving forward, nothing can stop you from achieving your dreams and
allowing happiness to enter into your life.
Written By Sarthak Yadav, 8th B

VAN MAHOTSAV
Activity is done by the students of class ix in social science. The students brought the
flowering plants with them and planted them in the school. The students also described
the medicinal properties of the plants. Through this activity, the students learned the
values of planting a tree.
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As per the Government campaign "Azadi ka Amrut Mahotsav".
Students wrote postcards to the Prime minister about their visions for India in 2047 (100
years after Independence). And about our unsung heroes of freedom struggle.
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After the career counciling done by Akash institute, Students participated in an exam
called "Anthe"..
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ACTIVITIES
Activities in the month of December

Nur. - 1. Count the numbers and Paste the leaves
2. Colour the picture
3. Christmas celebration
L.k.g. - 1. Good manners
2. Do warn ke shabd
3. Christmas celebration
U.k.g. - 1. Parts of a plant
2. Disc throw
3. Fun race
4. Christmas celebration
Class I - 1. Disc throw
2. Fun activity
3. Christmas celebration
Class II - Christmas celebration
Class III - 1. Roleplay activity
2. Christmas celebration
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CONDOLENCES
We express our deep condolences on the the demise of Balamdina Ekka wife of Late Lance
Naik Elbert Ekka, Param Vir Chakra, who lived up to the rich traditions of the Army
displaying conspicuous gallantry during operations in East Pakistan for the liberation of
Bangladesh. Widowed at young age Balamdina Ekka continued to live a simple life in the
home of her brave husband encouraging youth to understand their responsibility towards
the Nation. Her message has encouraged youth to work for the benefit of society.
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GARIMA THAKUR
A Teacher job is not only teaching but also preparing
than explaining concepts through large boring lectures
in a technical way they make their class exciting and
fun.
So this month, we are felicitating Garima Thakur as a
teacher of the month. She is laborious, ready to accept
all challenges to make the class more interesting so
that the students learn easily and understand.
Hope under guidance students would become super
achievers.

